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Abstract
Radio frequency electromagnetic radiation (EMR) registered hundreds of kilometres away from an earthquake epicentre is
detected hours before earthquakes. Yet, accurate earthquakes prediction by their self-induced EMR still remains in its infancy due
in part to the lack of understanding of EMR's origin. Here we present a viable model of this origin, according to which EMR is
emitted by an oscillating dipole created by ions moving collectively as a surface wave on both sides of the crack; when the crack
halts, the EMR pulse amplitude decays by interaction with bulk phonons. The model is shown to be able to provide crack
dimensions and velocities, to explain some general similarities of different fracturing processes and indicate the existence of a
general failure mechanism. Results raise the hope of developing an EMR based genuine earthquake prediction system.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Earthquakes (EQ) constitute one of the most
devastating natural hazards. Therefore a method for
their prediction was sought for by geophysicists for a
long time (Wyss, 1997). Of all possible prediction
methods investigated thus far, none has been fully
successful (Geller, 1997). Seismic precursors have
extensively been studied, but so far, no effective
warning system based on them has been obtained
(Wyss, 1997, 2001). It is well established that EQ
nucleate in focal zones (e.g. Rechez, 1999; Bahat et al.,
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2001), where cracks accelerate in less than a microsecond (Marder and Fineberg, 1996; Geller, 1997) and are
followed by changes of the electromagnetic field in a
wide range of frequencies from ∼ DC to light waves
(Bahat et al., 2005 and refs therein). Our interest here is
in the radio frequency range (EMR) (Gokhberg et al.,
1982; Hayakawa et al., 1993; Rikitake, 1997; Fujinawa
and Takahasi, 1998; Roeloffs, 1999; Kapiris et al.,
2004).
The EMR signals, being emitted at the embryonic
stages (nucleation) of an EQ, have a high potential of
being used as EQ predictors but no progress in the use of
this phenomenon as an EQ predictor was achieved due
in part to the fact that the mechanism of EMR excitation
was hitherto obscured.
We have conducted our experiments with dry specimens to avoid water ions interference and demonstrated
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(Frid et al., 2003) the inadequacy of all former
“theories”. Here we provide a viable model for the
origin of the EMR, a model which could become the
sought-for stepping-stone for a new era in the field.
2. Model of electromagnetic radiation
We maintain that polarization and acoustic emission
(AE) are processes not related to the EMR discussed
here. As for polarization, this process has been
considered in Rabinovitch et al. (2003) and shown to
lead to completely different pulse shapes. While
acoustic emission, to say the least, always appears at a
later time than that of the EMR.
A worthy model of the presently discussed EMR
origin has to agree with the following four general
characteristics based on the accumulated observations
obtained in this field in the last four decades:

source of the EMR. The wave's amplitude decays by an
interaction with bulk phonons.
As an example, we consider a crack propagating
under a compressive load. The crack, usually of constant
width, attains rapidly a final constant velocity, vcr,
propagates for a time period, T, while keeping this
velocity, and then halts abruptly.
We neglect the transitional periods, assuming v = vcr
for 0 b t ≤ T and zero otherwise. Thus, within the interval
[0,T], during a time increment dt, the amplitude “A” of
the envelope of the
 EMR
 decreases (by interaction with
phonons) to AðtÞ 1− dst , where τ is the decay time, and

1. It should be invariant to a change of the material type
(man-and non man-made) and to the loading mode
(Rabinovitch et al., 2002a; Bahat et al., 2002; Frid
et al., 2003).
2. It has to preserve symmetry, namely no preferred
crack side should obtain a specific charge (charge
neutrality); although some papers (e.g. Gershenzon
et al., 1985) describe the phenomenon of “stress
induced polarization”, which could have been used as
a precursor to EMR emanation during the cracking
process, these reports are rare and no real explanation
of the symmetry breaking is provided.
3. It has to provide a method by which measured crack
parameters associated with the failure can be
obtained.
4. It has to describe the shape of EMR signals in a way
which is independent on the scale of the fractures
inducing them.
An EMR mechanism adhering to these criteria is
briefly presented here. In this model it is assumed that,
following the breaking of bonds by the moving fracture,
the atoms on both created sides are moved to “nonequilibrium” positions relative to their steady state ones
and oscillate around them (Fig. 1). Lines of oscillating
atoms move together and, being connected to atoms
around them (both in the forward direction and on their
side), the latter also participate in the movement. The
ensuing vibrations are surface vibrational waves (SVW)
where positive charges move together in a diametrically
opposite phase to the negative ones while decaying
exponentially into the material, like Rayleigh waves.
The resulting oscillating electric dipoles act as the

Fig. 1. a) A schematic SVW wave of a crack surface (a similar wave
propagates on the other surface) at a specific time. Crack surface is in
the ‘xz’ plane and the crack moves in the ‘x’ direction. Note that normal
modes of charge separation can either be transverse (shown here) or
longitudinal with respect to the surface, with appropriate EMR
polarizations. Charge separation is oscillatory so that at a later time the
dipole directions are reversed. b) Consequent decrease of the dipole
amplitude created by the charge separation during crack propagation
by interaction with bulk phonons.
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Fig. 2. An experimental EMR pulse (full line) and its numerical fit by
Eq. (4) (dashed line).

is “replenished” by a term proportional to the number of
severed bonds,, where ‘dx’ is the length increment of the
crack in the interval ‘dt’ (dx = vcrdt) and α is a coefficient
relating the antenna output to ‘dx’. Obviously α depends
on the cracking material (through the energy portion
converted to EMR from the liberated bond breaking
energy) and on the geometry of the experiment.
It follows that:
AA
A
¼ − þ avcr
At
s

ð1Þ

A ¼ avcr sð1−e−t=s Þ

0V tbT :

ð2Þ

At t = T, the crack is assumed to halt, and the
amplitude thereafter decays (again by interaction with
phonons), resulting in
A ¼ AðT Þe−t=s

Several important results can immediately be deduced from the model:
a. Eq. (4) agrees well with experimentally measured
shapes of EMR pulses ((Rabinovitch et al., 1998) and
Fig. 2).
b. Eq. (4) implies that the maximum amplitude of
EMR signals must be proportional to the crack velocity
(Frid et al., 2006). Fig. 3 shows the results of crack
velocity, vcr, calculated by the Wallner lines method in
glass, vs. maximum EMR amplitude. The regression
line between them yields R2 = 0.96.
c. Since the EMR pulse amplitude increases as long
as the crack continues to grow and starts to decay when
the crack halts, the time, T, from the start of the pulse up
to its maximum should be proportional to the crack
length ℓ (the crack velocity vcr is almost constant)
(Rabinovitch et al., 1998):
Tf

tzT

ð3Þ

ℓ
vcr

ð5Þ

This relation was indeed experimentally verified
(Bahat et al., 2002) during transparent glass ceramic
failure under compression.
d. Since surface waves decay in time as a result of an
interaction with bulk phonons the decay time τ, which
we identify with the rise and fall times of the EMR
pulse, should be proportional to (Rabinovitch et al.,
2003):
s∝

Hence,
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q3 v2
xK 4

ð6Þ

where K is the local absolute temperature at the crack tip
(much higher than room temperature), ρ is the material
density, and v is the SVW wave velocity. The
proportionality coefficient is considered to be a constant
for the same material. Our investigations of different
materials (Rabinovitch et al., 2003) showed that the

Adding the oscillatory part, sin(ωt), yields the
signals' general shape (Rabinovitch et al., 1998):

tbT
Ao sinðxtÞð1−expð−t=sÞÞ;
A¼
Ao sinðxtÞexpð−ðt−T Þ=sÞð1−expð−T =sÞÞ; tzT
ð4Þ
where t is the time measured from the beginning of
the pulse; T is the time to the maximum of the EMR
pulse envelope, ω is the signal's frequency, τ is the rise
and fall times (decay times), which are assumed to be
the same and A0 = αvcr.

Fig. 3. Regression line between EMR pulse amplitude and incremental
crack velocity measured by a Wallner lines analysis in an experiment
on glass under tension.
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slopes of τ vs. ω are − 1 ± 0.1 (R2 = 0.85–0.96), agreeing
with Eq. (6) (Fig. 4).
e. If the half wavelength, λ/2, of the atomic
perturbation creating the EMR is limited by the crack
width ‘b’ (which is assumed to be a constant) since at
both sides of the crack atomic movements are restricted,
then ((Rabinovitch et al., 2000; Frid et al., 2000) Fig. 1):
bik=2 ¼

pv
x

ð7Þ

The common slope of b vs. 1/ω for glass, glass
ceramics, granite and chalk was measured to be ≈ 0.93
(R2 = 0.82) (Frid et al., 2003), which is very close to 1, in
agreement with Eq. (7) (Fig. 5).
e. From Eqs. (5) and (7):
T
1
f
S
x pvcr v

ð8Þ

Where S = ℓb is the crack area. Our measurements
(Rabinovitch et al., 2000; Bahat et al., 2001) show a
good agreement (R2 = 0.9) between Eq. (8) and the
experimental results (Fig. 6).
Our recent experiments have shown (Rabinovitch
et al., 2005) that friction induces EMR signals in the
frequency range of 20–25 MHz. The shape of these
signals is similar to the ones of the same frequency range
emanated during rock fractures (Rabinovitch et al.,
1996) induced by material compression (Fig. 2).
“Crack” sizes in friction, according to Eq. (7) come
out to be on the order of 20 μm, implying that EMR
from friction can be due to microfracturing of asperities
on the rock surfaces, thus supporting the Bowden–
Tabor model of friction (Bowden and Tabor, 2001).
Our investigations indicate that a single cumulative
global failure mechanism may constitute the driving

Fig. 4. The rise and fall time, τ, as a function of frequency, ω. The
points are the experimental results of individual pulses, and the lines
are the regression fitted lines. Results are for glass (Δ, ----); glass
ceramics (□, —) and granite (x and – – –).

Fig. 5. The relation between reciprocal EMR frequency and fracture
width for chalk (●), granite (⋄), glass (+) and glass ceramics (x).

force for different fracturing processes (compression,
tension, shear, impacts, percussion drilling and even
medium scale collapse).
Our present EMR measurements in a direct tension
experiment in glass failure has however created an
interesting problem of consistency of the global
mechanism. We first describe the results then pose the
problem and discuss a possible solution. In these experiments the EMR pulses appear in two main different
forms: “short” (total duration 0.5–6 μs, Fig. 7a) and
“extended” (of larger duration — up to 20 μs, Fig. 7b).
The shapes of the short individual pulses (Fig. 7a) are
very similar to those observed in microfracturing during
compression (Figs. 2) and during percussion drilling
(Rabinovitch et al., 1996, 2000; Goldbaum et al., 2001;
Rabinovitch et al., 2002a, 2004). However, the shapes
of the extended signals (Fig. 7b) are completely different
from those measured during the compression experiments (local tension/shear) (Fig. 2). They are very
similar to those measured during flake creation induced
by percussion drilling (Goldbaum et al., 2001): The
extended signals in both cases are composed of strings
of many individual short pulses, each of which is very
similar in shape to pulse shapes observed during
compression experiments, albeit of a higher frequency.

Fig. 6. Experimental maximal fracture areas vs. largest T′/ω values and
a linear fit (R2 = 0.9).
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Fig. 7. a) Short EMR pulses excited by nucleating cracks during direct
tension, note the high noise level; b) An extended EMR signal excited
by the sample collapse under direct tension.

numerous cracking events take place with a short interval
between them, extended chains of individual EMR
signals are created which are quite similar to those
emanated during the glass tension experiment. It seems
therefore that our multi-scale hypothesis of the existence
of a global failure mechanism can be true.
To check the existence of such a mechanism we
analyzed two relationships that are known to be applicable
for the characterization of multi-scale fracturing: the
Gutenberg–Richter type law and the Benioff strain release
relation. The Gutenberg–Richter law, that is valid for
earthquakes, laboratory studies of acoustic emission
(Lockner et al., 1991) and even for energy distributions
of neutron starquakes (Kossobokov et al., 2000), was
shown to be valid also for EMR amplitudes induced by
rock (laboratory scale) failure (Rabinovitch et al., 2002b).
In addition to this purely statistical law, the time
dependent ‘‘cumulative Benioff strain-release’’ relation
of all EMR signals registered during rock compression
before collapse (Fig. 8) was shown (Rabinovitch et al.,
2002b) to be very similar to the usual (EQ) ‘‘Benioff
strain-release’’ graph. The slope in its middle part
(α = 1.42, R2 = 0.99) is close to 1.43, the value found for
EQ (Bowman et al., 1998) and logarithmic-periodic
variations appear in the middle parts of the Benioff curves
both for the EQ and EMR measurements. Similar results
were obtained during medium scale EMR investigations
in underground mine (Frid and Vozoff, 2005).

The basic question which arises is: why do EMR
pulses during direct tension and drilling experiments
emanate as strings and not as a single lengthy signal
(Fig. 2) (which is the shape expected from a single
lengthy fracture and is indeed the usual shape measured
during lengthy fracturing under compressive loading)?
A possible explanation is that the fracturing process
under direct (remote) tension has initiated at many
different locations and coalesced to form a unified
surface but emitted a distinct EMR pulse from each
individual small fracture which combined into an
extended signal.
This conclusion is confirmed by medium scale
experiments in an underground mine (Frid and Vozoff,
2005) where EMR was used for monitoring an incipient
roof fall. The failure process is usually preceded by
numerous micro-cracks. An analysis of EMR records
observed in these experiments showed that they consisted
of extended EMR strings, each of which composed of
numerous individual signals similar in shape to those
measured by us in the lab and in open quarry during
blasting (Rabinovitch et al., 2002a). It means that, when

Fig. 8. The “Cumulative Benioff strain release” of a) amplitude of
EMR signals registered during rock compression and b) seismic events
prior to Superstition Hills (24.11.1987) EQ [22] vs. time before
collapse (time is measured backwards from the moment of collapse).
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3. Discussion
As was shown, all results of the hitherto performed
experiments have substantiated the validity of the SVW
model. Moreover, at the beginning of Section 2 we put
forth four main characteristics that a credible model of
EMR has to adhere to. We now consider each one of
them in detail and check whether they apply to the
present model.
1. The independency of the SVW model on material
type and loading mode:
a. In contrast to the models of Misra (1977) and
Gershenzon et al. (1985), no dislocations are included in
the model and therefore it can be applied to both brittle
and amorphous materials. b. The basic shape of the
EMR signals predicted by our model (Eq. (4)), is indeed
the one observed in failure experiments excited by
different methods, such as compression, drilling and
blasting and does not change with the (dynamic/quasistatic) loading mode (Rabinovitch et al., 2002a).
2. Neutrality of crack surfaces: charge neutrality is
assured here by the mechanism of SVW, in which only
the dipoles oscillate back and forth. Therefore no
‘mosaic’ cancellation of the EMR amplitude is expected
(in contrast to the model of Khatiashvili (1984). Note
that although the AE and crack speed are much smaller
than the EMR one, the crack front or the AE wave front
(which were invoked as causing EMR in these models)
pass simultaneously through several differently polarized zones which would lead to either large fluctuations
or complete annihilation of the EMR amplitude.
3. Extracting fracture parameters: our model enables
us to calculate fracture length, width, area, time of decay
of EMR signals and even the velocity of crack
propagation. For example, experimental EMR frequencies do agree with those predicted by the SVW, namely
they are inversely proportional to the width of the crack.
The spectrum is definitely not of a ‘white noise’ type as
predicted by the ”break-down” model (Miroshnishencko
and Kuksenko, 1980).
4. Independence on failure scale: this principle was
confirmed by our micro-scale (lab experiments) and
medium scale (in an open quarry and in underground
mine) investigations. Confirmation of this principle in
the field scale is the aim of further investigations. These
will hopefully constitute the essential step for the use of
EMR for earthquake prediction.
5. The polarization of the EMR itself, as predicted by
the normal modes (Fig. 1) was actually confirmed by the
field measurements carried out by Lichtenberger (2006).
The main problems encountered in the use of EMR
as a tool for predicting EQ's arise from the dif-

ficulties to measure the specific EMR from EQ
nucleation in the background of spherics, thunderstorms, ionospheric disturbance and anthropogenic
noises. Our model may help in distinguishing the
“correct” EMR from “spurious” ones by the shape
and properties of the former, and thus lead to the
ability of using it in an EQ predictive capacity. One
important, hitherto unresolved problem in the use of
this method is that of the EMR propagation through
the lithosphere and the ability to detect it by conventional means.
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